Installation Instructions

Professional Pavement Products, Inc.

Round Post - Bolting directly to the post:
There are two primary ways to attach the Post-Alert to a round post. The easiest is to attach the Post-Alert by drilling and screwing it directly to
the post. Alternately you may attach the Post-Alert with modified round post brackets. Brackets should be modified so that they sit flush against
the inside of the Post-Alert without significantly deforming it.

What you need:
•
•
•
•

Drill
Drill bit - Size is dependent upon screw selection
Three Sheet Metal Screws
Three Flat Washers - Size is dependent upon screw
selection
• Drill Driver for screws - Size is dependent upon screw
selection
• Marking device
• One Post Alert

Installation Steps:
Remember that the MUTCD sign enhancement spec requires the post enhancement device to be the same color as the related sign and to be
fastened directly under the sign with no more than 2 feet off the roadway elevation. If using the diagonal object marker style Post-Alert, note
that the diagonal lines should point downwardly toward the side in which the motorist should travel.

Step 1:

Step 2:

Place the Post-Alert flush against the

Holding the Post-Alert in its final place

front of the post so that the reflective

against the sign post and mark where

sheeting is facing the same direction as

the Post-Alert‘s pre-drilled holes align

the sign.

to the sign post.

Step 3:

Step 4:

Remove the Post-Alert and drill holes

Place the Post-Alert flush against the

into the sign post where marked from the

sign post lining up the Post-Alert’s pre-

previous step.

drilled holes with the drilled holes on
the sign post. Place a flat washer on a
sheet metal screw and screw it in snug.
Repeat this process for the remaining
pre-drilled holes.

Step 5:

Completion

Check all the screws for any need of

Now your Post-Alert is securely

further tightening. Be careful to not over

fastened to your round post and

tighten and insure that the Post-Alert’s

will improve both the visibility and

shape does not notably deform from the

conspicuity of the sign and it’s post,

pressure.

making your roadways safer for both
pedestrians and motorists!
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